2020-06-04: Effective Evidence-based Medical Education Instruction: Defining the Role of the Librarian
The following links were shared during the chat:
 Evidence-based Medicine Guide: Introduction https://libguides.mssm.edu/ebm/EBM_Tutorial
 Changing How Race Is Portrayed in Medical Education
https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Abstract/9000/Changing_How_Race_Is_Portrayed_in_Medical.97
189.aspx
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Topic 1: How do you teach evidence-based medicine? #mededchat #meded #medlib

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder9 hours ago
#mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Remember to use #MedEdChat in all your replies!

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Hi, I’m Heather, #FamilyMedicine residency program director in NYC #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
T1 I know we involve our #medlib to teach portions of the evidence-based medicine
curriculum #MedEdChat

Jon Lim @JonLimMD9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Jon down here in Houston. Eating some vegetarian green curry while typing
in #mededchat

Whitney Lerch @WhitPAC9 hours ago
@MedEdChat I’ll likely lurk through this first #mededchat but I’m glad to be here!

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe9 hours ago
Checking in from San Antonio. #MedEdChat https://t.co/4uVli6z0ve

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder9 hours ago
@WhitPAC @MedEdChat Enjoy #mededchat. I learn a lot from it. Helps me moving in my
stretch zone.
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Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd9 hours ago
T1 How do people approach teaching EBM during clinical rotations or in residency? Is it starkly
different from what first or second year #medstudents are taught? #mededchat

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe9 hours ago
A1: Make it experiential and authentic. Assigning a “PICO” out of context may not accomplish
much. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: How do you teach evidence-based
medicine? #mededchat #meded #medlib

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 How do people approach teaching EBM during clinical rotations or in
residency? Is it starkly different from what…

Jon Lim @JonLimMD9 hours ago
T1 try to incorporate evidence that informs our decisions on rounds. If the learners hadn't heard
of it, I try and give a snipet summary and then save time in the pm or next day in more detail.
Applying to pt hopefully reaching higher order Blooms objectives #mededchat

Whitney Lerch @WhitPAC9 hours ago
RT @criley_md: “My mentor said, ‘Let’s go do it,’ not ‘You go do it.’ How powerful when
someone says, ‘Let’s!’” -- Jim Rohn #Mentorship #…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder9 hours ago
#mededchat Sorry !

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@templeratcliffe Would you say that PICO can be integrated into problem-based learning
sessions as a way to teach EBM? #mededchat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd9 hours ago
T1 This site has a nice tutorial related to PICO and research
questions https://t.co/oGKbv25pAL #MedEdChat
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MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 This site has a nice tutorial related to PICO and research
questions https://t.co/oGKbv25pAL #MedEdChat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now,
please introduce yourselves #meded

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own
during this hour unless otherwise stated #meded

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: How do you teach evidence-based
medicine? #mededchat #meded #medlib

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd9 hours ago
@JonLimMD These are clerkship students? Or do you take the same approach with
residents? #MedEdChat

Chris Roberts @chrisr20078 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T1 In teaching #EBM for seniors introducing shared decision
making #SDM around authentic patient questions #MedEdChat

SWHerman @SW_Herman8 hours ago
Good evening! I'm Wendy a medical librarian for a medical school in NY. Looking forward to this
conversation! #MedEdChat

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
T1 same concepts, different questions. Also with residents, often questions with no clear
answers. Helps drive home importance of processes. #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd T1. #Mededchat In The Netherlands students had to make PICO's,
demonstrating the latest evidence about a certain topics. PICO stands for: 1Patient 2️⃣Intervention
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3️⃣Comparison 4️⃣Outcome

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: T1 same concepts, different questions. Also with residents, often questions with
no clear answers. Helps drive home import…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: @Alliance4ClinEd T1. #Mededchat In The Netherlands students had to make
PICO's, demonstrating the latest evidence about a ce…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@templeratcliffe @GLBDallaghan #mededchat see previous tweet, that is what students and
residents had to do...

Angela Spencer @angspenc8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Q1 #mededchat #medlibs. I am a librarian who has a canvas course on EBM
searching. Using videos and teaching MeSH and PICO. Would love examples of clinical
scenarios.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: How has or will your instruction for evidence-based medicine change given the current
pandemic requirements? #MedEdChat #meded #medlib

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
RT @chrisr2007: @GLBDallaghan T1 In teaching #EBM for seniors introducing shared decision
making #SDM around authentic patient questions #M…

Angela Spencer @angspenc8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Q2 I think showing how important critical appraisal is. #MedEdchat #medlibs.

Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Mix. I think can try spiraling increasing complexity/nuance using questions
and what if applications using the article. Start with basics of the article, then go to more
complicated questions, does this apply to our pt why or why not, what limitations are there
etc #mededchat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@angspenc @MedEdChat True, but how can you show critical appraisal with COVID 19 when so
little is known about it? #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: @Alliance4ClinEd Mix. I think can try spiraling increasing complexity/nuance
using questions and what if applications using t…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #Mededchat T1 at our school we teach EBM for all four semesters in the first two
years. Starts with Epidemiology, biostatistics, and research methodology. Then literature
appraisal and critique. finally PICO and research project. We also teach meta analysis in our
curriculum.

Chris Roberts @chrisr20078 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #mededchat In teaching #EBM in COVID times thinking
about #rapid #reviews their purpose, the methods and the credibility of the results eg do masks
work

Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @angspenc @MedEdChat a lot of peril especially given the recent numerous
retractions. have to be careful on what to comment on. critical appraisal of basic science
methods can be unfamiliar to many clinical faculty #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @chrisr2007: @MedEdChat T2 #mededchat In teaching #EBM in COVID times thinking
about #rapid #reviews their purpose, the methods and the…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. #mededchat. I am not a clinician, but I can imagine that the pandemic has so
clearly illustrated: A) how fast evidence can change; B) how contradicting evidence can be, or
can seem to be; C) how important it is to realize that we don't know what we don't know.

SWHerman @SW_Herman8 hours ago
@angspenc @MedEdChat Agreed! I think the current pandemic literature (primarily pre-prints)
is a prime example of how important critical appraisal is. Just merely knowing how to critically
appraise an article, even if we are still not 100% certain about the topic at hand would be
helpful. #MedEdChat
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Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@angspenc @MedEdChat #mededchat. Both are so important. Doing a good -systematcappraisal, and being critical.

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
T2: When i took an #EBM class years ago, they buddied up the clinicians with #medlibs. Is that
tactic still being used or seen as an innovation to some? #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 critical appraisal. Especially when there is so much literature
getting published and it is very important to appraise the literature. I heard three weeks back, at
least there were 6000 publications on Covid so far. It is very important appraise and critique

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @SW_Herman: @angspenc @MedEdChat Agreed! I think the current pandemic literature
(primarily pre-prints) is a prime example of how import…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 struck that this early to press perspective by #MedStudents has really excellent insights into
our curriculum. It’s more than just #EBM #MedEdChat Changing How Race Is Portrayed in
Medical Education:... : Academic Medicine https://t.co/ghcAdgNivK

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 Based on this discussion so far I feel that use of super computers to combine all of this data
for analysis would be prudent...particularly for a virus that can ravage as quickly as this
has #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 struck that this early to press perspective by #MedStudents has really
excellent insights into our curriculum. It’s mor…

Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
T2 though not purely EBM, has been invaluable to discuss mgmt plans with consultants--pulm, ID
even if "attending to attending" with the whole team on the phone or around. Can share new
evolving knowledge from content experts and role model navigating uncertain data #mededchat
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Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
T2. #MedEdChat I also think that I learned that evidence is not only in our library data-bases, but
that the messages so quickly spread on #SoMe as well. No clue how to teach learners how to
critically appraise this information. I am trying to figure that out for myself...

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
RT @SW_Herman: @angspenc @MedEdChat Agreed! I think the current pandemic literature
(primarily pre-prints) is a prime example of how import…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: T2 though not purely EBM, has been invaluable to discuss mgmt plans with
consultants--pulm, ID even if "attending to attendin…

Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
can ask similar questions about application to the patient at hand. what would be the limitations.
how do consulting faculty interpret recently published data. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: can ask similar questions about application to the patient at hand. what would be
the limitations. how do consulting faculty…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Given that volume of publications, how can one realistically do that in
an efficient manner? #mededchat

Chris Roberts @chrisr20078 hours ago
RT @SW_Herman: @angspenc @MedEdChat Agreed! I think the current pandemic literature
(primarily pre-prints) is a prime example of how import…

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
It is interesting to me that its knowledge ("What the knower knows" Prusak & Davenport) that
makes #EBM really work in practical application. how do others feel about that? #medEdchat
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Chris Roberts @chrisr20078 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan #MedEdChat using AI to combine all of #EBM and patient preferences data for
analysis of patient problems: what if the computer says no?

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
T2: It seems to me #EBM is a great team-learning and team-doing opportunity: search skills with
application skills. Everyone learns! #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 3: In our current socially distant set up, how can #medlib help? #MedEdChat #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@chrisr2007 We're in some trouble then! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @lzipperer: T2: It seems to me #EBM is a great team-learning and team-doing opportunity:
search skills with application skills. Everyone…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat #mededchat T2 As you mentioned super-computer is required. But
at this point if I am the instructor of EBM, I might at least use the circumstances and teach the
students critiquing and appraising individual publications especially that got published in reputed
journals.

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Hi, hospitalist, educator. LA #mededchat #MedEd
Angela Spencer @angspenc8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Zoom, chat, short videos, teaching. #mededchat #medlibs

Chris Roberts @chrisr20078 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T2 #mededchat #AI software for shared decision making #SDM #EBM is often
written by white young males in silicon valley I have heard and may have interesting views of social
determinants of health
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Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@lzipperer @angspenc @MedEdChat T2. #mededchat. Teaching students features which should be
included in each publication you appraise is important, need to be recognized, understand different
levels of evidence, etc. Also have to recognize what quality is: how replicable is the study, how
detailed reporting is.

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Can we always say the so-called reputed journals are the best? Maybe
this is where #medlib could really help to identify key articles #MedEdChat

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
T3: #Medlibs can help users refine their #EBM search approaches -- for sure -- and in in
tool/database selection for working from home or at the office. #mededchat

Angela Spencer @angspenc8 hours ago
@MvdRidder @lzipperer @MedEdChat Journal club is a good way to show some of
this. #MedEdchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@chrisr2007 T2 That is even more disturbing given the current state of things #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: @lzipperer @angspenc @MedEdChat T2. #mededchat. Teaching students features
which should be included in each publication you…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @lzipperer: T3: #Medlibs can help users refine their #EBM search approaches -- for sure -- and in
in tool/database selection for working…

SWHerman @SW_Herman8 hours ago
T3. Speaking as a medical librarian, simply reaching out (something as simple as an email) would be
a great first step. A majority of the library resources are already online. Assisting virtually is
something that is already being done in most cases. #MedEdChat
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Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
T3 I definitely underutilize #medlib resources. And I think underutilization is prevalent among
clinical teaching faculty. I might be making words up. #mededchat

Angela Spencer @angspenc8 hours ago
RT @lzipperer: T3: #Medlibs can help users refine their #EBM search approaches -- for sure -- and in
in tool/database selection for working…

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@MvdRidder @MedEdChat Yes to all this! @MvdRidder @MedEdChat #mededchat

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
It is also important from a team perspective to protect against confirmation bias. #EBM should look
for all the evidence, not just what support a pre-determined direction. Important for
minimizing #dxerror #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T3 Not being a clinician but a #meded researcher, #medlib are my life line. I don't do my own
searches for anything as I know they can do it better than me. I rely on the specialist to do their
job. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @lzipperer: It is also important from a team perspective to protect against confirmation
bias. #EBM should look for all the evidence, no…

Jon Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
@angspenc That would be really neat. facdev on how best to work with #medlib. Might even be
useful to frame it as a "consult" for teams to assist in reviewing the literature in making patient care
decisions. #mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
Can't agree more! @msulibraries #mededchat
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Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Love it! A high-reliability construct: deference to expertise. I even do that and I am
a #medlibs but in #ptsafety not clinical research per se. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@JonLimMD @angspenc A #medlib superstar friend of mine would love that
opportunity @thartman2u #MedEdChat

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
@JonLimMD @angspenc Definitely. The medical center I work with has a consulting service for staff
that want to do #ebm and systematic reviews...#MedEdChat

Mister J.B./Don José Bernardo🐢🤔🙏 @negronjb8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 Not being a clinician but a #meded researcher, #medlib are my life line. I
don't do my own searches for anything as I…

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@chrisr2007 @MedEdChat Agree! I tried to quickly make a summary for general
understanding, https://t.co/nRMCA5mUme But, need for in depth-huge. So much out there-for
industry vs healthcare settings. Now, with home made masks, cloth masks, volunteers wanting to
help and contribute - a huge q #mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@JonLimMD @angspenc #mededchat Good pre-conference or workshop topic
for @AMEE_Online @ameefacdev @TheCgea @iamse @GeneralistMedEd @AAMCProfDev

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
@angspenc @JonLimMD I am preaching to the choir here with @angspenc -- but #medlibs gotta
get out of the dang library! #MedEdChat
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MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @lzipperer: @JonLimMD @angspenc Definitely. The medical center I work with has a consulting
service for staff that want to do #ebm and s…

tineromijn @tromijn18 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: Can't agree more! @msulibraries #mededchat https://t.co/0LoCs36suS

tineromijn @tromijn18 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: @MedEdChat T2. #mededchat. I am not a clinician, but I can imagine that the
pandemic has so clearly illustrated: A) how f…

Lorri Zipperer @lzipperer8 hours ago
Nice article here helmed by @MarkGraber that mentions the librarians role on the diagnostic team - #EBM could play out here as well: https://t.co/Yn5KwdVJ1J #MedEdChat #dxerror

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat. Medical Education's quality of teaching, learning improves with using
our #medlibs more. It also increases fun, saves frustration & time, and gives good
collaboration @msulibraries .

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Our special host is @hedy_wald! Don't forget to
suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

SWHerman @SW_Herman8 hours ago
@MvdRidder @JonLimMD @angspenc @AMEE_Online @ameefacdev @TheCgea @iamse @General
istMedEd @AAMCProfDev Great suggestion! Helpful for both parties Faculty/Clinicians - How best
to work with medical librarians. Medical Librarians - Opportunity to showcase other services
offeredy. Data management, publication selection, scholarly communication and metrics,
etc.#MedEdChat
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Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
RT @SW_Herman: @MvdRidder @JonLimMD @angspenc @AMEE_Online @ameefacdev @TheCgea
@iamse @GeneralistMedEd @AAMCProfDev Great suggestion! Help…

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@angspenc @chrisr2007 @MedEdChat Oh, thank you. I know this paper but find it not as helpful for
many different reasons. #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Our special host is @hedy_wald!
Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email…

Hedy Wald @hedy_wald7 hours ago
Looking
forward! @MedEdChat @SSawning @michelleschmude @gruenberg66 @RozenMDFAAHPM @drsit
u @javeedsukhera @AtulGroverMD @TChanMD @joemd @KreuterMD @GIMaPreceptor @Ourania
Varsou @KristinaDzara @MarkDSiegel1 @WesElyMD @kiddrsue @JPerzsky @baltazarsurgery @ros
hni_beeharry @psybll

Hedy Wald @hedy_wald7 hours ago
FYI @tcymet @whole_patients @jotalbotbowen @RajaniSurendarB @CchristmColleen @doctordela
maza

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md7 hours ago
One is lucky when one meets the right mentor at the right
moment. #Mentorship #MedTwitter @somedocs #MedEd #MedEdchat #MedStudentTwitter #medic
ine #healthcare

Margaret “Meg” Chisolm, MD @whole_patients7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Our special host is @hedy_wald!
Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email…

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md7 hours ago
Great mentor teaches, inspires, motivates,
guides. #Mentorship #MedTwitter @somedocs #MedEd #MedEdchat #MedStudentTwitter #medicin
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e #healthcare

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md7 hours ago
A lot of people have gone further than they thought they could because someone else thought they
could. Anonymous #coaching #mentoring #Mentorship #medicine #MedTwitter @somedocs #MedEd #Me
dEdchat @MedEdChat

Indelible Learning @IndlLearning7 hours ago
RT @criley_md: Great mentor teaches, inspires, motivates,
guides. #Mentorship #MedTwitter @somedocs #MedEd #MedEdchat #MedStudentTwitter…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @criley_md: A lot of people have gone further than they thought they could because someone
else thought they could. -Anonymous #coachi…

Dr. Harish Malik @BESTUSMLETUTOR6 hours ago
If you're looking forward to reaching your #Best while preparing for your #USMLESteps 1, 2 CK
& #Step 3, then #Bestusmletutor maybe your #Best bet! Schedule your #Free Online One-on-One
USMLE Tutoring Demo today to Experience
the #Bestusmletutor difference! #MedEdchat #USMLE https://t.co/BpfMMKCjrg

Tulsi Jose,MD @Drtulsijose6 hours ago
@jbcarmody gives us all an insight into what is to like to grow up, study medicine and practice as a
physician in the State of Virginia. Dear #MedTwitter #MedStudentTwitter #MedEdchat #BlackLivesMatter May posts like this continue to inspire and uplift us! #BlackMedTwitter
Ayesha Mian @ayesha_mian14 hours ago
I tell my #MedStudents & #PGME trainees; go into ech clinic visit, wantng tht 2 b ur masterpiece.
Med is a science we lrn to create r greatest art! Create music, create beauty wth evry clnc
encounter! #MedTwitter #MedEdchat @AMarshallMD @DrHowardLiu @erika_saunders1 @usnehal
Umbereen S. Nehal, MD, MPH @usnehal4 hours ago
RT @ayesha_mian1: I tell my #MedStudents & #PGME trainees; go into ech clinic visit, wantng tht 2
b ur masterpiece. Med is a science we lrn…
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🌸🥀 @Dynamic_doctor3 hours ago
Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and studied 🌏(#psm) We are
not same sister
✋🏻 #WorldEnvironmentDay #MedTwitter #MedEdchat #MedStudentTwitter #kpark https://t.co/ViN
PUtDQOT

meethi mirchi 🌶️ @meethi_mirchi_3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

medics humor @Medicshumor3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

in dream land @sabotaged_doc3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

Prakash Tiwαri @prakash__t3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

Mohit Singhania♻️ @doctor_chandler3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

Back Seat Waala @BackSeatWaala3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

ADarsH rAI ☮ @speakng_scalpel3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…
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Sankalp Singh @_sankalpsingh_3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

Memecytosis⚕️ @memecytosis3 hours ago
RT @Dynamic_doctor: Environment you think you know... #Environment I am worried about and
studied 🌏(#psm) We are not same sister ✋🏻 #Worl…

Jo Talbot Bowen @jotalbotbowen2 hours ago
RT @hedy_wald:
FYI @tcymet @whole_patients @jotalbotbowen @RajaniSurendarB @CchristmColleen @doctordela
maza

Hedy Wald @hedy_waldan hour ago
It will feel like a holiday if you join us @CchristmColleen ;-) #mededchat #meded June 11, 9 pm

Ourania Varsou-Zmuda @OuraniaVarsouan hour ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Our special host is @hedy_wald!
Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email…

Hedy Wald @hedy_waldan hour ago
;-) Not zoom on June 11-it’s a Twitter chat 9 pm that u follow on #Mededchat R some ?s posed that
R discussed -it’s a “Twitter community” discussion that moves along- u bring yr brain &heart &get yr
typing fingers ready to rock Tweets, RTs&Likes on topic of resilience/wellbeing!

Tyler Cymet DO FACP @tcymetan hour ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Our special host is @hedy_wald!
Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email…

Hedy Wald @hedy_wald34 minutes ago
Tx4the Follow! @davidjjskorton Positive emotions include Inspiration, Gratitude, Optimism, Awe. We
need that in leadership. So thanks. &hope u can join us #mededchat June 11 at 9 PM on topic of
optimizing resilience/wellbeing4trainees&profls https://t.co/WqQF6narI1 @AAMCtoday
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MedEdBot @MedEdBot32 minutes ago
RT @hedy_wald: It will feel like a holiday if you join us @CchristmColleen ;) #mededchat #meded June 11, 9 pm https://t.co/OhDoxK4Nr7

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@MedEdChat 100

@CchristmColleen 54

@ 49

@tcymet 48

@whole_patients 48

@RajaniSurendarB 47

@doctordelamaza 47

@hedy_wald 45

@davidjjskorton 44

@jotalbotbowen 43

Prolific Tweeters
@MedEdChat 21

@MvdRidder 15

@GLBDallaghan 10
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@lzipperer 9

@JonLimMD 8

@MedEdBot 7

@criley_md 7

@angspenc 5

@chrisr2007 5

@hedy_wald 5

Highest Impressions
@MedEdChat 171.5K

@GLBDallaghan 15.7K

@MedEdBot 14.5K

@KristinaDzara 11.3K

@hedy_wald 11.1K

@whole_patients 7.8K

@lzipperer 7.8K

@chrisr2007 6.7K

@JonLimMD 6.3K

@ayesha_mian1 5.8K
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